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Abstract

Electroencephalogram (EEG) has been widely used in diagnosing and detecting epileptic seizure. Large epileptic EEG databases
have been built, the use of EEG compression is therefore becoming necessary. Epilepsy causes a change on EEG characteristics,
especially on frequency, hence exploiting these features may improve the performance of EEG lossy compression techniques that
are mostly working on frequency domain. In this paper, we propose a lossy compression method for epileptic EEG data, by
exploiting the characteristics of EEG under epilepsy. Moreover, the recovered EEG signals processed by the proposed method are
used by an EEG-based seizure detection system to evaluate the possibility of applying in real world as well as the impact of lossy
compression on seizure detection. The results show that the proposed method gives a higher result, and applying the proposed
method to EEG-based seizure detection system is feasible and has the advantage compared to using lossless ones.
c© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International.
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1. Introduction

Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological diseases affecting people of all ages, race and social class, and
50 million people with epilepsy in the world are estimated1,2. However, diagnosis, detection and treatment of epilepsy
are not easy tasks. Electroencephalogram (EEG) has been widely used in detecting epileptic seizures. Kannathal et
al. pointed out that one of the most effective way in diagnosis and detection of epileptic seizures by neurologists and
neurophysiologists is the usage of EEG signals and it has a long history3. According to Garry et al., albeit EEG
signals can be used in many applications, the most popular application using EEG is in the diagnosis and detection of
epilepsy4. Nevertheless, one of the major challenges in using EEG signals for seizure detection is very large epileptic
EEG databases have been built. Therefore, an effective EEG compression technique for epileptic EEG signals is
necessary to reduce data for transmitting, processing and storing.

Lossless and lossy compressions are two techniques that have been proposed for EEG data. Lossless compres-
sion reduces the size of the compressed data without any loss of information in the reconstructed data, whilst lossy
compression does not ensure for perfect reconstruction of the data. However, the compression ratio (CR) of lossy
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compression technique is much higher than that of the lossless one. Consequently, data compression studies mostly
focus on the lossy technique. Currently, lossy compression techniques can be categorised into four groups, namely
Wavelet-based, Filter-based, Predictor and Other. In addition, Wavelet-based indicated is the most common in lossy
techniques5.

Although EEG signals are complex and non-stationary, some studies indicated that they become less complex
and chaotic in epilepsy condition. In particular, Kannathal et al. and Sanei et al. pointed out that during epilepsy
condition, the cortex becomes inactive and EEG signals become less random3,6. Additionally, the power spectrum is
concentrated in specific frequency bands during epilepsy condition7. Moreover, Arroyo et al. and Jirsch et al. also
stated that epileptic seizures cause the change of EEG frequencies8,9. It is said that epileptic EEG signals are different
from normal EEG ones in some aspects such as frequency. However, current lossy techniques have been proposed
for general EEG data rather than for specific ones such as epileptic EEG data. Hence, exploiting the difference in
epileptic EEG signals may improve the performance of compression techniques.

In this paper, we propose an EEG lossy compression technique that extended from the one developed by Nguyen et
al. in10, by exploiting the characteristics of EEG signals under epilepsy to improve the CR while unchanging the loss
of information in recovered signals. Moreover, a seizure detection system is used to evaluate not only the proposed
lossy technique performance, but also the impact of this lossy technique on seizure detection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present the background information and the methods
and materials, respectively. Section 4 outlines the results, followed by a conclusion in Section 5.

2. Background information

2.1. Epileptic EEG signals

Epilepsy is a clinical condition characterised by recurrent two or more epileptic seizures, unprovoked by any direct
identified cause. According to the presumption of the clinical manifestation, epileptic seizures are the result from an
abnormal and excessive discharge of a set of neurons in the brain. The sudden and transitory abnormal phenomena
including alterations of consciousness, motor, sensory are indications of the clinical manifestation11. EEG signals
that are recorded during a seizure activity are called ictal, whilst inter-ictal EEG signals are captured in the period
between seizures. Moreover, pre-ictal and post-ictal refer to the state immediately before and after the actual seizure,
respectively12.

According to Sanei and Chambers, after transforming into frequency domain, the signal energy spreads over dif-
ferent frequencies due to the nature, complex and diversity of EEG signals6. Nevertheless, epileptic EEG signals
become less chaotic and complex than normal ones3,6, which may result in the energy of the signal becomes more
concentrated on some frequency bands. This assumption is compatible with findings reported by Mormann et al. that
the power spectrum will be concentrated in specific frequency bands during epileptic seizures7. These characteristics
of epileptic EEG signals will be exploited to improve CR of the proposed compression scheme.

2.2. Lossy compression technique based on Discrete Wavelet Transform and Adaptive Arithmetic Coder (DWT-AAC)

Figure 1 illustrates the lossy compression technique based on Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Adaptive
Arithmetic Coder (AAC) proposed by Nguyen et al. in10. Firstly, EEG signals are transformed from one-dimensional
into two-dimensional matrix. In this scheme, matrix size chosen is 128x128. Each matrix is passed through a DWT,
which decomposes signals into sub-bands. Afterwards, the decomposed coefficients are quantised and then thresh-
olded such that those having the absolute values below the threshold are set to zero. However, for recovered signals
in decompression stage, positions of zeroed coefficients must be kept to create a binary significance map where bits
1 and 0 indicate the position of significant and zeroed coefficients, respectively. Finally, the binary significance map
and indices of significant coefficients are encoded using an AAC to generate the compressed signals. To decompress
the signals, an inverse process is employed.

2.3. Compression performance measures

Two widely-used metrics to measure the performance of compression algorithms are CR and PRD.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.procs.2018.07.219&domain=pdf
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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compression technique is much higher than that of the lossless one. Consequently, data compression studies mostly
focus on the lossy technique. Currently, lossy compression techniques can be categorised into four groups, namely
Wavelet-based, Filter-based, Predictor and Other. In addition, Wavelet-based indicated is the most common in lossy
techniques5.

Although EEG signals are complex and non-stationary, some studies indicated that they become less complex
and chaotic in epilepsy condition. In particular, Kannathal et al. and Sanei et al. pointed out that during epilepsy
condition, the cortex becomes inactive and EEG signals become less random3,6. Additionally, the power spectrum is
concentrated in specific frequency bands during epilepsy condition7. Moreover, Arroyo et al. and Jirsch et al. also
stated that epileptic seizures cause the change of EEG frequencies8,9. It is said that epileptic EEG signals are different
from normal EEG ones in some aspects such as frequency. However, current lossy techniques have been proposed
for general EEG data rather than for specific ones such as epileptic EEG data. Hence, exploiting the difference in
epileptic EEG signals may improve the performance of compression techniques.

In this paper, we propose an EEG lossy compression technique that extended from the one developed by Nguyen et
al. in10, by exploiting the characteristics of EEG signals under epilepsy to improve the CR while unchanging the loss
of information in recovered signals. Moreover, a seizure detection system is used to evaluate not only the proposed
lossy technique performance, but also the impact of this lossy technique on seizure detection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present the background information and the methods
and materials, respectively. Section 4 outlines the results, followed by a conclusion in Section 5.

2. Background information

2.1. Epileptic EEG signals

Epilepsy is a clinical condition characterised by recurrent two or more epileptic seizures, unprovoked by any direct
identified cause. According to the presumption of the clinical manifestation, epileptic seizures are the result from an
abnormal and excessive discharge of a set of neurons in the brain. The sudden and transitory abnormal phenomena
including alterations of consciousness, motor, sensory are indications of the clinical manifestation11. EEG signals
that are recorded during a seizure activity are called ictal, whilst inter-ictal EEG signals are captured in the period
between seizures. Moreover, pre-ictal and post-ictal refer to the state immediately before and after the actual seizure,
respectively12.

According to Sanei and Chambers, after transforming into frequency domain, the signal energy spreads over dif-
ferent frequencies due to the nature, complex and diversity of EEG signals6. Nevertheless, epileptic EEG signals
become less chaotic and complex than normal ones3,6, which may result in the energy of the signal becomes more
concentrated on some frequency bands. This assumption is compatible with findings reported by Mormann et al. that
the power spectrum will be concentrated in specific frequency bands during epileptic seizures7. These characteristics
of epileptic EEG signals will be exploited to improve CR of the proposed compression scheme.

2.2. Lossy compression technique based on Discrete Wavelet Transform and Adaptive Arithmetic Coder (DWT-AAC)

Figure 1 illustrates the lossy compression technique based on Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Adaptive
Arithmetic Coder (AAC) proposed by Nguyen et al. in10. Firstly, EEG signals are transformed from one-dimensional
into two-dimensional matrix. In this scheme, matrix size chosen is 128x128. Each matrix is passed through a DWT,
which decomposes signals into sub-bands. Afterwards, the decomposed coefficients are quantised and then thresh-
olded such that those having the absolute values below the threshold are set to zero. However, for recovered signals
in decompression stage, positions of zeroed coefficients must be kept to create a binary significance map where bits
1 and 0 indicate the position of significant and zeroed coefficients, respectively. Finally, the binary significance map
and indices of significant coefficients are encoded using an AAC to generate the compressed signals. To decompress
the signals, an inverse process is employed.

2.3. Compression performance measures

Two widely-used metrics to measure the performance of compression algorithms are CR and PRD.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of DWT-AAC

CR is defined as the ratio between the uncompressed size and compressed size:

CR =
L0

Lc
(1)

where L0 and Lc denote the number of bits of original EEG signal and the number of bits of compressed EEG signal,
respectively.

PRD is a standard metric to evaluate the distortion between the original and reconstructed signals. It is defined as:

PRD =

√∑N
i=1(x[i] − x′[i])2

∑N
i=1(x[i])2

× 100% (2)

where x[i] represents the original EEG signal, x′[i] represents the compressed signal, and N is the number of samples.
Beside CR and PRD, Increase o f CR is used to compare CRs of DWT-AAC and proposed method.

Increase o f CR =
CRProposed method −CRDWT−AAC

CRDWT−AAC
× 100% (3)

When both CRs are equal, the value is zero. The value of Increase o f CR is positive if CRProposed method is greater
than CRDWT−AAC , otherwise that value is negative.

2.4. EEG-based seizure detection system

The architecture of EEG-based seizure detection system proposed in13 is illustrated in Figure 2. Initially, EEG
signals are transformed into the time-frequency representation (TFR) by using Hilbert-Huang Transform. The TFR
can be considered as time-frequency image (TFI), so the image processing methods can be used to solve the problem
of seizure detection. Afterwards, TFI is segmented into five sub-images corresponding to the frequency bands of the
rhythms. In present work, TFI is divided into five bands, namely delta (0.5-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz),
beta (13-30 Hz) and gamma (30-50 Hz)6. The next step is feature extraction in which three features including mean
(µ), variance (σ2) and skewness (α) of pixel intensity are calculated from the histogram of the grayscale sub-images.
Finally, these features are fed into the Support Vector Machine (SVM) to classify seizures.

3. Methods and Materials

3.1. Proposed compression scheme

Studies in14,15 pointed out that ECG signal energy concentrates most on low frequencies after decomposition, so
thresholding will generate the longer 0s consecutive streams, which helps algorithms based on Run Length Coding

Binh Nguyen et al. / Procedia Computer Science 00 (2018) 000–000

Fig. 2. The architecture of EEG-based Seizure Detection System

(RLC) achieve a high compression. Similarly, Bazán-Prieto also stated that when signal energy spreads over different
frequencies, thresholding will not produce a larger number of zero-valued coefficients16. Although normal EEG signal
characteristics are random, complex and non-stationary6, epileptic EEG signals are less chaotic, complex and signal
energy concentrates on some frequency bands3,6,7. Hence, it is said that epileptic EEG signals have some features that
are quite similar to ECG signals, so it is expected to create the longer 0’s consecutive streams in binary significance
map and a smaller number of significant coefficients after thresholding. However, initial experiments on epileptic
EEG data from Born University17 conducted using both AAC and RLC on the binary significance map, the results
indicated that using RLC was not as efficient as using ACC. This could be because epileptic EEG signals are still more
random, complex and the signal energy spreads out more than ECG ones, so applying RLC is not effective. Therefore,
the binary significance map will be coded by using AAC in the proposed method like in DWT-AAC.

Table 1. Statistics on normal EEG signals

PRD(%) Number of coeffi-
cients

Last position of significant coeffi-
cient

Number of last consecutive in-
significant coefficients

11.4672 16,384 16,384 0
18.9782 16,384 16,378 6
28.146 16,384 16,000 384
37.64 16,384 12,736 3,648
46.7581 16,384 12,672 3,712

Table 2. Statistics on epileptic EEG signals

PRD(%) Number of coeffi-
cients

Last position of significant coeffi-
cient

Number of last consecutive in-
significant coefficients

12.0986 16,384 16,384 0
18.4871 16,384 15,872 512
28.0209 16,384 15,616 768
32.7586 16,384 8,178 8,206
47.9265 16,384 8,060 8,324
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When both CRs are equal, the value is zero. The value of Increase o f CR is positive if CRProposed method is greater
than CRDWT−AAC , otherwise that value is negative.

2.4. EEG-based seizure detection system

The architecture of EEG-based seizure detection system proposed in13 is illustrated in Figure 2. Initially, EEG
signals are transformed into the time-frequency representation (TFR) by using Hilbert-Huang Transform. The TFR
can be considered as time-frequency image (TFI), so the image processing methods can be used to solve the problem
of seizure detection. Afterwards, TFI is segmented into five sub-images corresponding to the frequency bands of the
rhythms. In present work, TFI is divided into five bands, namely delta (0.5-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz),
beta (13-30 Hz) and gamma (30-50 Hz)6. The next step is feature extraction in which three features including mean
(µ), variance (σ2) and skewness (α) of pixel intensity are calculated from the histogram of the grayscale sub-images.
Finally, these features are fed into the Support Vector Machine (SVM) to classify seizures.

3. Methods and Materials

3.1. Proposed compression scheme

Studies in14,15 pointed out that ECG signal energy concentrates most on low frequencies after decomposition, so
thresholding will generate the longer 0s consecutive streams, which helps algorithms based on Run Length Coding
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Fig. 2. The architecture of EEG-based Seizure Detection System

(RLC) achieve a high compression. Similarly, Bazán-Prieto also stated that when signal energy spreads over different
frequencies, thresholding will not produce a larger number of zero-valued coefficients16. Although normal EEG signal
characteristics are random, complex and non-stationary6, epileptic EEG signals are less chaotic, complex and signal
energy concentrates on some frequency bands3,6,7. Hence, it is said that epileptic EEG signals have some features that
are quite similar to ECG signals, so it is expected to create the longer 0’s consecutive streams in binary significance
map and a smaller number of significant coefficients after thresholding. However, initial experiments on epileptic
EEG data from Born University17 conducted using both AAC and RLC on the binary significance map, the results
indicated that using RLC was not as efficient as using ACC. This could be because epileptic EEG signals are still more
random, complex and the signal energy spreads out more than ECG ones, so applying RLC is not effective. Therefore,
the binary significance map will be coded by using AAC in the proposed method like in DWT-AAC.

Table 1. Statistics on normal EEG signals

PRD(%) Number of coeffi-
cients

Last position of significant coeffi-
cient

Number of last consecutive in-
significant coefficients

11.4672 16,384 16,384 0
18.9782 16,384 16,378 6
28.146 16,384 16,000 384
37.64 16,384 12,736 3,648
46.7581 16,384 12,672 3,712

Table 2. Statistics on epileptic EEG signals

PRD(%) Number of coeffi-
cients

Last position of significant coeffi-
cient

Number of last consecutive in-
significant coefficients

12.0986 16,384 16,384 0
18.4871 16,384 15,872 512
28.0209 16,384 15,616 768
32.7586 16,384 8,178 8,206
47.9265 16,384 8,060 8,324
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Although the EEG signal under epilepsy is not completely similar to ECG one, its characteristics helps to produce
the longer 0’s consecutive streams in binary significance map compared to the normal EEG one, which is exploited to
improve CR of the proposed method. Table 1 and 2 demonstrate the statistics of binary significance map performed
on two block (128x128) of normal and epileptic EEG signals respectively. At the approximately same PRD, after
thresholding, epileptic EEG data give much longer number of last consecutive insignificant coefficients than normal
ones. At PRD of roughly 19%, for example, the number of last consecutive insignificant coefficients of normal EEG
is only 6 whilst the figure of epileptic one is 512. Similarly, at PRD of roughly 47%, the number of the former is
3,712, compared to 8,324 for the latter.

Fig. 3. Typical architecture of proposed method

In the scheme of DWT-AAC, the whole binary significance map of runs of ones and zeros is coded by using AAC.
However, the proposed scheme will use a reduced binary significance map that its length equals the position of the
last significant coefficient instead of the whole one. The number of total coefficients can be calculated from block
size and the mode of wavelet, and the remaining insignificant coefficients will be added in the decoder to make the
integrity of the binary significance map. For instance, from Table 2, at PRD of 32.7586%, the proposed method will
use a reduced binary significance map of 8,178 bits instead of using the whole one of 16,384 bits, which improves
significantly CR of the proposed method while unchanging the value of PRD.

Figure 3 illustrates the typical architecture of the proposed method in which a reduced binary significance map is
used to replace the whole one. All configurations from DWT-AAC is kept the same because these settings gave high
compression performance10. Particularly, the proposed method is set up to run with 5 levels of biorthogonal 4.4 2-D
DWT. Moreover, 6 bits uniform quantisation and hard threshold are used. The performance of proposed method is not
affected when compressing normal EEG signals because the reduced binary significance map will become the whole
one in the worst case in which the proposed method becomes DWT-AAC. However, the proposed method is expected
to be suitable with epileptic EEG signals thanks to its characteristics.

3.2. EEG database

The public EEG dataset used is obtained from Born University17. There are five sets denoted A-E in this dataset.
Each set containing 100 single-channel EEG segments of 23.6-sec duration was sampled at the frequency of 173.61
Hz. Sets A and B were EEG recordings of five healthy volunteers recorded with eyes open and eyes close respectively.
Signals in set D were recorded from within the epileptogenic zone while those in set C from the hippocampal formation
of the opposite hemisphere of the brain. Moreover, signals in sets C and D were measured during seizure free intervals.
Conversely, set E only contained seizure activities. In this paper, the epileptic EEG signals from datasets D (inter-
ictal) and E (ictal) are used to evaluate the performance of proposed technique whilst datasets A (normal) and E, and
datasets D and E are used to examine the impact of lossy compression on seizure detection.
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3.3. Test conditions

The signals from datasets D and E were compressed at a range of different CRs by using both DWT-AAC and the
proposed method. Increase of CRs was then calculated from CRs of both techniques to compare the performance.

The reconstructed EEG signals from datasets A and D, and datasets D and E processed by DWT-AAC and the
proposed method at different CRs were used by the EEG-based seizure detection system to determine: 1) if seizure
activities can still be detected from EEG signals that processed by those lossy compression techniques and 2) the
impact of increasing compression and then the loss of signal fidelity on seizure detection performance.

The signal was processed and features were extracted individually from each EEG channel, and then features from
all channels are merged together. We used 2/3 of the dataset for cross validation training and 1/3 for testing. Linear
SVM classifiers18 were trained in 3-folds cross validation scheme with parameter C ranging from 1 to 1000 in 5 steps.

Features for training and testing were randomly chosen ten times, and the final experimental result is the average
of these ten results.

4. Results

4.1. Compression performance

Fig. 4. Increase of CRs between proposed method and DWT-AAC on dataset E

Fig. 5. Increase of CRs between proposed method and DWT-AAC on datataset D
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affected when compressing normal EEG signals because the reduced binary significance map will become the whole
one in the worst case in which the proposed method becomes DWT-AAC. However, the proposed method is expected
to be suitable with epileptic EEG signals thanks to its characteristics.

3.2. EEG database

The public EEG dataset used is obtained from Born University17. There are five sets denoted A-E in this dataset.
Each set containing 100 single-channel EEG segments of 23.6-sec duration was sampled at the frequency of 173.61
Hz. Sets A and B were EEG recordings of five healthy volunteers recorded with eyes open and eyes close respectively.
Signals in set D were recorded from within the epileptogenic zone while those in set C from the hippocampal formation
of the opposite hemisphere of the brain. Moreover, signals in sets C and D were measured during seizure free intervals.
Conversely, set E only contained seizure activities. In this paper, the epileptic EEG signals from datasets D (inter-
ictal) and E (ictal) are used to evaluate the performance of proposed technique whilst datasets A (normal) and E, and
datasets D and E are used to examine the impact of lossy compression on seizure detection.
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proposed method. Increase of CRs was then calculated from CRs of both techniques to compare the performance.

The reconstructed EEG signals from datasets A and D, and datasets D and E processed by DWT-AAC and the
proposed method at different CRs were used by the EEG-based seizure detection system to determine: 1) if seizure
activities can still be detected from EEG signals that processed by those lossy compression techniques and 2) the
impact of increasing compression and then the loss of signal fidelity on seizure detection performance.

The signal was processed and features were extracted individually from each EEG channel, and then features from
all channels are merged together. We used 2/3 of the dataset for cross validation training and 1/3 for testing. Linear
SVM classifiers18 were trained in 3-folds cross validation scheme with parameter C ranging from 1 to 1000 in 5 steps.

Features for training and testing were randomly chosen ten times, and the final experimental result is the average
of these ten results.

4. Results

4.1. Compression performance

Fig. 4. Increase of CRs between proposed method and DWT-AAC on dataset E

Fig. 5. Increase of CRs between proposed method and DWT-AAC on datataset D
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Figure 4 and 5 illustrate the Increase of CRs between the proposed method and DWT-AAC on datasets E and D, re-
spectively. Generally, no negative values of Increase of CR has been reported and there are increase trends of Increase
of CRs on both datasets. In other words, the proposed method obtains better compression results than DWT-AAC,
especially at high CRs. In particular, on dataset E (ictal EEG data), CR of the proposed method increases 0.734%
when CR of DWT-AAC is 15.4. This figure augments to 3.5% when CR of DWT-AAC reaches 42.3. Similarly, on
dataset D (inter-ictal EEG data), the Increase of CR of proposed method is 0.85% when CR of DWT-AAC is 10.6,
while this number is 3.17% when DWT-AAC obtains CR of 52.76.

4.2. Seizure detection performance with increasing compression

Table 3 demonstrates the results of seizure detection using original (uncompressed) EEG signals from datasets D
and E. It can be seen that Theta band gives the best performance while Delta has the worst one. These results are
suitable with findings reported in13. Hence, the Theta waveform was used to classify epileptic seizure in this paper.

Table 3. Seizure detection performance using original EEG signals from datasets D and E

Bands Accuracy rate(%)

Delta EEG 84.84
Theta 96.20
Alpha EEG 95.45
Beta EEG 93.93
Gamma EEG 95.45

Figures 6 and 7 show average accuracy rates versus average CRs for DWT-AAC and the proposed method using
Theta band on datasets A and E, and datasets D and E, respectively. It can be seen that when CRs augment, the
classification accuracies degrade gradually. This is because PRDs will rise as CRs increase, generating more loss of
diagnostically information in recovered signals. Additionally, the results on datasets A and E are better than those
on datasets D and E. For example, at the seizure classification accuracy of 91%, CR of both techniques is around 21
on the former, whilst this figure is only 13 on the latter. The most probable reason is that the differences between
normal and ictal EEG signals are greater than those between inter-ictal and ictal ones, making higher classification
accuracies. Moreover, although the seizure detection performances for both DWT-AAC and the proposed method are
nearly similar, those for the latter are slightly better than those for the former, especially at high CRs. On datasets A
and E, for instance, at accuracy of 88%, CR of proposed method is 32.33, compared to 31.7 for DWT-AAC. Similarly,
on datasets D and E, CR of proposed method is 24.5 at accuracy of 86.3% while that of DWT-AAC is 24.1 at the same
accuracy.

4.3. Maximising compression and Information lost

According to Faul and Higgins, a classification accuracy greater than 90% is considered very good performing
classifier for seizure detection19,20. Hence, 90% accuracy rate is used as a threshold limit for compression in this
work.

Referring back to Figure 6, at accuracy rate of 90% on datasets A and E, CRs of DWT-AAC and the proposed
method are 24 and 24.48, respectively. From Figure 8, the equivalent PRD is 34% at 90% accuracy. Similarly, referring
back to Figure 7 and from Figure 9, CRs of DWT-AAC and the proposed method are 15.4 and 15.5, correspondingly
at the same PRD of 18.48% on datasets D and E. For these results, it is said that the proposed method obtains slight
higher CRs than DWT-AAC at the same accuracy rate of 90%.

Studies in21,22 stated that CR of lossless techniques of EEG signals achieves only between 2 and 3. Therefore,
applying lossy compression to EEG-based seizure detection system achieves much higher CRs while having little
effect on seizure detection performance, compared to using lossless ones.
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Fig. 6. Average accuracy rates versus average CRs for both compression techniques using the theta band on datasets A and E.

Fig. 7. Average accuracy rates versus average CRs for both compression techniques using the theta band on datasets D and E.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a lossy compression technique for epileptic EEG signals based on DWT-AAC proposed in10,
by exploiting the epileptic EEG signals’ characteristics. In this scheme, the reduced binary significance map is used
instead of using the whole one, improving the CR while keeping PRD unchanging.

Inter-ictal and ictal EEG data were used to evaluate the compression performance of proposed method. Moreover,
the reconstructed EEG signals from normal and ictal EEG, and inter-ictal and ictal ones were fed into an EEG-based
seizure detection system to validate the proposed method performance as well as investigate the impact of lossy
technique on seizure detection.
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Fig. 6. Average accuracy rates versus average CRs for both compression techniques using the theta band on datasets A and E.

Fig. 7. Average accuracy rates versus average CRs for both compression techniques using the theta band on datasets D and E.
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We have presented a lossy compression technique for epileptic EEG signals based on DWT-AAC proposed in10,
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instead of using the whole one, improving the CR while keeping PRD unchanging.
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Fig. 8. Average accuracy rates versus average PRDs for both compression techniques using the theta band on datasets A and E.

Fig. 9. Average accuracy rates versus average PRDs for both compression techniques using the theta band on datasets D and E.

Our results show that the proposed technique gives better results than DWT-AAC, especially at high CRs. Further-
more, although the seizure detection performance will reduce when increasing compression, applying lossy compres-
sion is feasible and still has more benefits compared to using lossless ones.
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